Understanding the growth morphology of explosive crystals in solution: insights from solvent behavior at the crystal surface
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The structural, energetic, and dynamic properties at the interfaces between the five growth faces of hexahydro-1,3,5-trinitro-1,3,5-triazine (RDX) crystal and acetone (AC) solvent were investigated by computational simulations with an aim to understand the RDX crystal morphology when grown from AC solvent at the molecular level. The simulation results showed that the solvent behavior, such as the mass density distribution, dipole orientation, interaction, and diffusion, was dependent on the structural features of each crystal surface. The binding sites for solvent incorporation at the crystal surface were found and were visually displayed on the basis of occupancy analysis. The typical binding motifs were extracted from the simulation trajectory, with the corresponding binding affinities estimated as (002) ≈ (210) > (200) > (020) > (111) at the M06-2X/6-31++G** level of theory. The theoretical prediction of the morphological importance of each growth face was in reasonable agreement with the experimental RDX morphology grown from AC solvent.

1. Introduction

The crystal morphology engineering of explosives has attracted increasing interest since the shape of explosive crystals influences many of their material properties, such as the packing density and their sensitivity versus external stimuli. Compared with sphere-shaped explosive crystals, needle-like ones generally have a lower packing density and higher mechanical and thermal sensitivity at the same size level, leading to poor performance and safety. However, control of the desired crystal morphology during the crystallization process still constitutes a challenge because the morphology of a growing explosive crystal depends not only on the internal crystal structures but also on the external growth conditions, including the crystallization technology, temperature, supersaturation, solvent, and the additive.1,2 Hence, understanding the growth mechanism and making an a priori prediction of an explosive crystal’s morphology under the influence of different factors in time-consuming crystallization experiments is needed.

In recent years, many approaches based on computational simulations have been employed to dissect the morphology resulting from the growth mechanism of an explosive crystal from a microscopic point of view, including the Bravais, Friedel, Donnay, and Harker (BFDH) rules,3,4 the attached energy model and its modification,5–10 the occupancy model,11 Monte Carlo simulation,16–17 the spiral growth model, and the 2D nucleation model.18–24 These methods evolved from geometry, energy, and mechanistic models, and extend the breadth of knowledge about the factors that influence the crystal morphology, ranging from the gas phase, the solvent medium, the temperature, and the additive to supersaturation, which helps researchers interpret and design crystallization experiments. While most studies have been focused on the prediction of an explosive crystal’s morphology in solution, understanding the solvent behavior and the interfacial interaction for the growth morphology of explosive crystals at the molecular level still remain inadequate.

Hexahydro-1,3,5-trinitro-1,3,5-triazine (RDX) is one of the most famous organic explosives and is widely applied in the military and industry. It was reported that diverse crystal morphologies of RDX can be obtained by using different solvents in the crystallization process, which largely affects the detonation and sensitivity properties.21–24 In the present study, acetone (AC) solvent was chosen because of its extensive use in RDX crystallization. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations along with quantum chemistry (QC) calculations were employed to explore the behavior of the AC solvent at five morphologically important growth faces of the RDX crystal, i.e., the (111), (200), (020), (002), and (210) faces. The structural, energetic, and dynamic properties of the RDX–AC systems are discussed herein, as these are envisioned to offer exciting perspectives into the solvent effect on the RDX crystal morphology.

2. Methods

2.1 Molecular models

The α-form stable polymorph of the RDX crystal at ambient conditions was investigated in the present work. The initial
structure of an RDX unit cell was taken from a single-crystal neutron, which has eight irreducible RDX molecules and which belongs to the orthorhombic crystal system (Pbcn) with lattice parameters of \( a = 1.3182 \, \text{nm}, b = 1.1574 \, \text{nm}, \) and \( c = 1.0709 \, \text{nm} \) (Fig. 1). The RDX molecule in the a-form adopts the AAE conformation based on the orientations of the three nitro groups relative to the six-membered ring, where two nitro groups are at the pseudo-axial positions (A) and the remaining nitro group is at the pseudo-equatorial position (E) (Fig. 1).

Previous experimental and simulation studies showed that the growth morphology of an RDX crystal is dominated by five growth faces, namely the (111), (200), (020), (002), and (210) faces. The morphological importance of these growth faces derived from the area percentage in vacuum was determined under BFDH rules, which can give a reasonable result for the growth morphology of the RDX crystal in vacuum (Fig. 1). In the MD simulation, the structure of the growth face was constructed by cleaving the RDX crystal along the five (h k l) indices and the normal to the growth face was aligned along the z-direction. Then, the crystal–solvent interfacial model was built by randomly placing the AC molecules above the RDX crystal surface according to the surface size. A 5 nm thickness vacuum layer was additionally set to eliminate the possible edge effect. The details of each molecular system, including the surface dimensions and the number of RDX and AC molecules, are summarized in Table 1.

### Table 1 Details of the molecular systems investigated in this work

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interface</th>
<th>Surface dimensions(a/\text{nm}^2)</th>
<th>(N_{\text{RDX}})</th>
<th>(N_{\text{AC}})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(111)</td>
<td>5.10 \times 4.73 (64.6(^{\circ}))</td>
<td>432</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(200)</td>
<td>4.63 \times 4.28 (90.0(^{\circ}))</td>
<td>384</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(020)</td>
<td>4.28 \times 3.95 (90.0(^{\circ}))</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(002)</td>
<td>3.95 \times 4.63 (90.0(^{\circ}))</td>
<td>336</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(210)</td>
<td>4.28 \times 5.33 (90.0(^{\circ}))</td>
<td>384</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(a\) Length of the RDX crystal along the a and b axes, respectively, while the value in parentheses is the angle formed between the OA and OB vectors. \(b\) Number of RDX molecules. \(c\) Number of AC molecules.

2.2 Molecular dynamics simulation

All the atomistic MD simulations were performed with Materials Studio 8.0 software in the canonical ensemble. The COMPASS force field was utilized to describe the crystal–solvent interface system, which was validated by the lattice energy of the RDX crystal together with the density and solubility parameters of the AC solvent. Periodic boundary conditions were applied in the three directions of Cartesian space. The temperature was kept at 298 K with an Andersen thermostat. The electrostatic interactions were evaluated by the Ewald summation approach, and the van der Waals interactions were truncated by smoothing with a 1.2 nm spherical cutoff using the atom-based method. The equation of motion was integrated by a time step of 1 fs. After 15,000 steps of energy minimization, each MD simulation for the RDX–AC system was carried out for 10 ns, and the trajectory data were collected every 2500 time steps. In all the simulations, the RDX surface was frozen along the a, b, and c directions, while the AC solvent could move freely. Partial visualization and analysis of the simulation trajectories were conducted with the help of the VMD package.

2.3 Quantum chemistry calculations

To quantify the binding affinity of the AC molecule at the binding site of the RDX crystal surface, electronic structure calculations were performed with the Gaussian09 (ref. 29) series of programs. The binding motif extracted from the simulation trajectory was composed of a single AC molecule and several RDX molecules surrounding it. The positions of the RDX molecules were frozen in all the QC calculations. The geometry of each binding motif was optimized and characterized to the relative energy minimum of the potential surface at the B3LYP-D3/6-31G* level of theory. The single point energies of the optimized structures were calculated at the M06-2X/6-31++G** level of theory. The basis set superposition error was considered using the standard counterpoise correction of Boys and Bernardi. The implicit environment of the AC solvent was described by the polarizable continuum model.

3. Results

3.1 Mass density distribution

The typical interfaces between the RDX crystal and AC solvent characterized by their mass density profile along the normal to the crystal surface are shown in Fig. 2, in which the interfacial regions are defined according to the first prominent peak of solvent density, i.e., the gray areas. It is observed that layered distributions of AC solvents were formed in all five systems. The local density of AC solvent at the first peak is higher than the bulk density and is governed by the interfacial interactions of the RDX crystal with the AC molecules. For the (200) and (210) surfaces, the solvent densities at the first peak are highest, and
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are more than 0.9 g cm\(^{-3}\), suggesting the stronger interactions of the AC solvent with the (200) and (210) surfaces. As the distance between the AC solvent molecules and the RDX crystal increases, the solvent density profile fluctuates weakly and the local density gradually approaches the bulk density. Furthermore, it should be noted that a small peak of AC density is located in the region of 3.5–4.0 nm in the (210) system, indicating that the (210) surface is rougher than the other surfaces. The surface topography of the RDX crystal plays an important role in the solvent behavior other than just in the mass density distribution, such as in the orientation, interaction, and diffusion of AC molecules at the RDX surface.

3.2 Dipole orientation

To understand the orientation of AC molecules in the interfacial region, the orientation angle \(\theta\) is defined as the angle formed between the AC dipole vector and the normal to the RDX crystal surface (i.e., the z-axis). The populations as a function of the AC centroid position projected to the z-axis and the cosine of the orientation angle \(\theta\) were calculated.

As depicted in Fig. 3, preferred orientations of AC solvent are found among the five systems, indicating that the AC molecules are arranged in an ordered fashion in the interfacial region. Combined with the mass density profiles in Fig. 2, the preferred orientations can be divided into two types according to the position of the AC molecules: type I is located at the binding site, while type II is located at the first peak in the solvent density profile. For type I, only one preferred orientation is observed for all the surfaces, except for the (210) surface. In the (210) system, there exists two different preferred orientations of solvent molecules, indicative of two binding motifs induced by the rough surface. Besides, the distribution of preferred orientations at the binding sites is different for each system, which is attributed to the structural difference of the five crystal surfaces. For type II, no preferred orientation of AC molecules was discovered in the (002) system, and the distribution was as uniform as in the bulk solvent. In the other interfacial regions, the distribution shape of the preferred orientation with type II is similar, whereby \(\cos \theta\) ranges from 0.5 to 1.0 approximately, revealing that the high local densities at the first solvent peak are induced by the arrangement of AC molecules with special orientations.

In addition, it is evident from the populations that the color bar ranges in the (111) and (020) systems are less than 1% in
Fig. 3, and thus the solvent proportions with the preferred orientations are small compared to the other three systems. In particular, the distribution shape of the AC molecules orientations is spread in the (111) system, demonstrating that the AC molecules arrangements with highly preferred orientations are difficult to be maintained by the relatively weak interactions between the AC solvent and the (111) surface.

### 3.3 Interaction energy

To quantitatively describe the interfacial interaction of the RDX crystal surface with the AC solvent, the interaction energy ($E_{\text{int}}$) of each system was calculated using the following formula:

$$ E_{\text{int}} = \frac{1}{A_{\text{box}}} \langle E_{\text{tot}} - E_{\text{surf}} - E_{\text{solv}} \rangle $$

(1)

where $E_{\text{tot}}$ is the total energy of the crystal surface and AC solvent, $E_{\text{surf}}$ and $E_{\text{solv}}$ are the energies of the isolated crystal surface and AC solvent, respectively, $A_{\text{box}}$ is the cross-sectional area of crystal face in the simulation box, and $\langle \cdots \rangle$ stands for the average over the simulation trajectory of the last 5 ns.

Fig. 4 displays the interaction energies of the AC solvent with the five crystal surfaces. It can be seen that the AC solvent at the (200) surface has the strongest interaction energy, which is also reflected by the highest density at the first solvent peak in Fig. 2. The weakest interaction energy was found for the (020) interface. The order of interaction energy among the five systems was (200) > (210) > (002) > (111) > (020). The interaction energies can be further broken down into the electrostatic and the van der Waals components. Evidently, the crystal–solvent interfacial interactions were mainly dominated by van der Waals forces in all the systems, except at the (200) interface. For the (200) interface, the contributions of the electrostatic and van der Waals interactions were almost equal. Moreover, the contribution of van der Waals component to the interaction energy was the highest, at 69%, in the (020) system.

### 3.4 Residence probability

The crystal–solvent interaction can govern the dynamics behavior of solvent molecules in the interfacial region, such as solvent diffusion at the crystal surface. In this study, the diffusion of AC solvent was characterized by the residence probability function ($P$), which can be defined as:

$$ P = \left( \frac{N_{\text{AC}}(t)}{N_{\text{AC}}(0)} \right) $$

(2)

where $N_{\text{AC}}(t)$ and $N_{\text{AC}}(0)$ are the number of AC molecules present in the interfacial layer at time $t$ and time zero. The longer the solvent molecules stay in the interfacial region, the more slowly $P$ decays. It should be noted that the re-entry of the solvent molecules into the interfacial region is not considered in the $P$ calculation.

As displayed in Fig. 5, $P$ decays most rapidly and approaches to 0 after ca. 0.6 ns for the (111) and (020) surfaces, which is in accordance with the relative weak interfacial interactions seen in Fig. 4. The (200) and (002) systems rank second in terms of rapid decay, and almost no AC molecules could continue stay in the interfacial region during the simulation time of 2.0 ns. For the (210) surface, the longest residence time of the solvent molecules in the interfacial region was found, and $P$ could keep steady at ca. 0.15 even after 2.0 ns. By observing the simulation trajectory, it could be inferred that the slowest decay of $P$ in the (210) system derives from the firm incorporation of AC molecules at the binding site.

### 3.5 Binding site

The binding sites for the incorporation of AC molecules at the crystal surface were obtained from a simulation trajectory based on the occupancy calculations. Herein, the three-dimensional (3D) space of the simulation box was fully divided into cubic grids with the size of 0.05 nm along each axis direction. For each grid, the occupancy was set to either 1 or 0, depending on whether the grid contained one or more AC atoms or not. Finally, the fractional occupancy was determined by averaging over the simulation trajectory for the last 5 ns. The binding sites could be continuously occupied by AC molecules for a long simulation time and thus had a high occupancy. For the sake of clarity, the binding sites are defined as the regions encompassed by the isosurface corresponding to an occupancy of 0.8, which are shown as the areas colored in cyan in Fig. 6.

It is evident from Fig. 6 that the binding sites are concentrated at the cavities formed by the surface structure of the RDX...
crystal. For the (111) system, the surface is relatively flat and the arrangement of binding sites is disorderly, leading to the dispersive distribution of AC dipole orientation in Fig. 3. For the (210) system, by contrast, two preferred orientations of solvent molecules at the binding sites are induced by the rough and complex surface. The binding sites are arranged in a highly ordered pattern at the (200), (020), and (002) surfaces, which is in agreement with the unique preferred orientation of AC molecules (see Fig. 3). Furthermore, the binding sites in the (200) system are nearly equally composed of the polar and nonpolar regions of the RDX crystal surface, while the binding sites are fully formed by the polar part of the RDX molecules at the (020) surface.

As shown in the side views of Fig. 6, the AC molecules incorporated into the (210) binding sites are fully buried by the rough surface structure, and their contact with the solvent environment thus largely decrease. Accordingly, the residence time of solvent molecules at the (210) surface is the longest (see Fig. 5) due to the weak solvent–solvent interactions. In contrast, the majority of AC molecules at the (111) binding sites are exposed to the solvent medium, giving rise to the fast diffusion in the interfacial region.

3.6 Binding motif and affinity
To explore the binding affinities of an AC molecule incorporated into different binding sites, the typical binding motifs, consisting of a single AC molecule and the surrounding RDX molecules, were extracted from the simulation trajectory based on the above analysis of residence probability (Fig. 5) and binding sites (Fig. 6). The binding affinity can be estimated from the binding energy ($E_{\text{bind}}$) between AC and RDX in the binding motif, which was calculated using the following equation:

$$E_{\text{bind}} = -(E_{\text{motif}} - (E_{AC} + E_{RDX})) \quad (3)$$

where $E_{\text{motif}}$ is the electronic energy of the binding motif and $E_{AC}$ and $E_{RDX}$ are the electronic energies of the AC and RDX molecules isolated from the binding motif, respectively. The larger the binding energy is, the stronger the binding affinity is. To elucidate the effect of the solvent environment on the binding affinity, the binding energy for each binding motif was calculated in the gas phase and the solvent medium, respectively.
The stable structure of each binding motif in the solvent medium optimized by B3LYP-D3/6-31G* level of theory is shown in Fig. 7. Due to the marginal solvent effect on the optimized structures, the stable motif structure in the gas phase is not shown here. It is obvious that the cavities formed by the RDX molecules in the (111) and (020) motifs are too narrow and shallow to accommodate the entire AC molecule. In the (200) motif, the AC molecule lies flat at the cavity, which can maximize the contact with RDX molecules. The deepest cavity is found in the (210) motif, where the AC molecule is almost fully buried. The cavity formed by the (002) motif is the most suitable as it exactly matches the size of the AC solvent molecule.

The binding energy of each binding motif is exhibited in Table 2. In the gas phase, it is not surprising that the binding energies of the (111) and (020) motifs are the smallest, i.e., 12.03 and 12.46 kcal mol$^{-1}$, respectively, which is at least 4 kcal mol$^{-1}$ lower than those of the other motifs. The (200) motif has the highest binding affinity, with a binding energy of 18.48 kcal mol$^{-1}$. When the solvent medium is considered, the binding affinities of all the motifs are weakened owing to the influence of solvent–solvent interactions. Due to greater exposure of the bound AC molecule toward the solvent environment, the (200) motif has the largest reduction of binding energy from the gas phase to the solvent medium, i.e., more than 10 kcal mol$^{-1}$. By contrast, the binding affinities of the (002) and (210) motifs are equally highest, because the bound AC molecules are segregated from the solvent environment to a great extent. The (111) and (020) motifs still have the two lowest binding affinities. In short, the order of binding affinities changes from (200) > (002) > (210) > (020) > (111) in the gas phase to (002) ≈ (210) > (200) > (020) > (111) in the solvent medium.

4. Discussions

The growth crystal morphology is determined by the relative growth rate of each crystal face along different directions, and the faster a face grows, the faster it disappears. When the RDX crystal grows from the AC solvent, the ordered arrangements of AC molecules with preferred orientations and high densities are found at the five growth faces, which inhibits the growth rate of the crystal faces due to the AC desolvation through the surface incorporation of RDX molecules into the growth sites. Generally, the solvent inhibition on the morphological importance of the crystal face is considered by the interactions of a solvent layer with a crystal face, i.e., the interaction energies in this work, in energy models, such as the attached energy method. However, the interaction energies only reflect the average behavior of a solvent layer in the interfacial region, including the bound and unbound AC molecules. The bound AC molecules at the binding sites actually play the key role in the inhibition effect for crystal face growth. The order of binding energies of different binding motifs is (002) ≈ (210) > (200) > (020) > (111). While that of interaction energies of the RDX surface with the AC solvent molecules is (200) > (210) > (002) > (111) > (020). In the present work, therefore, the morphological importance on the five growth faces of an RDX crystal in the AC solvent was estimated from the binding energies rather than from the interaction energies.

It is documented in ref. 6 that “The experimental RDX crystal morphology from AC is dominated by the (200), (002), (111) and the (210) faces which are of about equal importance while the (020) face is rather small”. Based on the above simulation results, it can be understood that the (002) and (210) faces have the highest binding affinities with an AC molecule, and the corresponding relative growth rates are the slowest in the solvent. Accordingly, the morphological importance of the (002) and (210) faces are largely increased compared with that in vacuum. For the (111) and (020) faces, in contrast, the morphological importance is greatly reduced due to having the two lowest binding affinities with the solvent molecule. In particular, the (020) face area takes up only 7.21% of the total surface area of the crystal morphology in vacuum (see Fig. 1), and thus its contribution would be rather small in the solvent medium.

5. Conclusions

Atomistic MD simulations and QC calculations were conducted to decipher the solvent behavior of AC molecules at the five RDX crystal surfaces from a microscopic point of view toward understanding the growth morphology of an RDX crystal in solution. The following conclusions can be drawn from the present contribution.

(i) A layered distribution of AC solvent molecules along the normal to the RDX crystal surface was observed in all five systems, and the local mass density of AC at the first prominent peak was higher than for the bulk density. As the distance between the AC solvent molecules and the crystal surface increases, the fluctuation of AC mass density profile is weakened and the local density gradually approaches to the bulk density. Similar dipole orientations of AC molecules at the first prominent solvent peak were found in all the systems, except for the (002) surface. Conversely, different preferred orientations of solvent molecules at the binding sites were discovered. Among the five systems, the orientation distribution of AC solvent in the (111) interfacial region was the most dispersive due to the relatively weak interactions.

(ii) The order of interaction energies between the solvent molecules with the five crystal surfaces was (200) > (210) > (002) > (111) > (020). More than half of the contribution to the interaction energy was dominated by the van der Waals component for all the systems, except for the (200) system, in which the contributions of electrostatic and van der Waals interactions were roughly equal.
interactions were almost equal. Furthermore, the residence probability function showed that the AC solvent at the (111) and (020) interfaces had the fastest diffusion, while the longest residence time for AC molecules staying in the interfacial region was observed for the (210) system.

(iii) The binding sites for AC solvent incorporation at the crystal surface were found via occupancy calculations. The binding sites in the (200), (020), and (002) systems were concentrated and arranged in a highly ordered pattern. For the flat (111) surface, the binding sites were dispersive. More than one kind of binding sites was found in the (210) system due to the complex and rough surface structure. The binding motifs were extracted from the simulation trajectory and the binding energies were calculated in the gas phase and the solvent medium at the M06-2X/6-31++G** level of theory, respectively.

The order of binding energies in the gas phase for the five motifs was (200) > (002) > (210) > (020) > (111), which became (002) ≈ (210) > (200) > (020) > (111) in the AC solvent. The results reported here may provide theoretical guidance for the morphology design of explosive crystals via modulating the solvent–crystal interactions, such as changing the solvent polarity.
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